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However, by the late twenties, musical scores had become a regular feature of dramatic programs -- and not
just pipe organ accompaniment, either. Full orchestrations were in use from very early in the evolution of
network radio drama. The song, taken from Joseph C. Under his direction, scoring for radio quickly became a
specialized art form. These Chicago-produced shows use music most expressively, beginning with the opening
theme: The fully-orchestrated music is used thruout the programs to point up emotion and to smooth
transitions between scenes. In no way is it crude or primitive. The scores are quite complex -- there are quotes
from classical pieces, interpolations of popular tunes of the day, and many original themes. A surviving
episode from January features an appropriately mysterious music score, filled with menacing stings that help
to create the image of fog-bound London streets. While occasionally a bit shrill, the score still makes an
important contribution to the drama. Not all dramatic programs of the early s used music -- consider the "Eno
Crime Clues" series, another NBC Blue feature which also had a simultaneous run in syndication. These
shows used no music -- instead, a gong was struck to open and close the episodes, and dead fades were used
between scenes. The result is a show with a rather claustrophobic feel -- much deader than the Holmes
example given above. By the end of the thirties, scoring for radio drama had become even more refined, with
the arrival of such masters as Bernard Herrmann at CBS. A week after "Mr. But he continued to contribute
scores to CBS productions even after the move West. Herrmann scores also enriched many of the early
programs from the long-running "Suspense" series, notably "The Hitch-Hiker," a memorable Orson Welles
outing from with a script by his wife, Lucille Fletcher. One of the foremost of these was Louis Silvers. A
pioneer in scoring for talking pictures -- he had been the first musical director for Vitaphone in the late
twenties -- Silvers gave his scores for the "Lux Radio Theatre" a lush Hollywood quality -- lush, that is ,
without being overwhelming. Composers quickly learned that the larger-than-life sound of many film scores
was simply too obtrusive for the more intimate medium of radio. Live, original scores would remain an
important part of radio drama until cost-cutting forced changes. Some shows, particularly sustainers, used
organ scores as a way of preserving the value of live music without the expense of an orchestra. And, of
course, for some types of programs, a lone organ is a far more effective background. A few shows omitted
music entirely -- Arch Oboler, for one, often avoided musical scores in his productions, and the silent
transitions do much to give his plays a dark, moody feel. As radio wound down in the s, stock music began to
take over -- but even well into that decade there was some impressive work being done in scoring for drama.
And even canned themes from music libraries could be effective if carefully chosen: On the other hand, the
stock music could be distractingly poor: Stock music has remained the norm for most of the attempted revivals
of radio drama -- an examination of CBS Radio Mystery Theatre will reveal mixed results so far as the music
is concerned. As is typical of the series in general, a few of the scores are excellent, some are excruciatingly
bad, and most are just "there" -- not interfering with the story, but not doing much to contribute to it, either.
Text copyright by Elizabeth McLeod.
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It is the fifth film to feature the character Ernest P. It has him accidentally unleashing an army of trolls upon a
small town on Halloween and the plot involves him joining a few children in fighting back. It was shot in
Nashville, Tennessee like its predecessors Dr. All future ones were independently produced, and following the
financial failure of the theatrical release Ernest Rides Again, they shifted to a straight-to-video market. Its
opening credits feature a montage of clips from various horror and science fiction films. It is highly likely that
they were used more for their public domain status making them free for the filmmakers to use rather than
their fame. Contents [ show ] Plot Trantor , a demonic troll who turns children into wooden dolls to feast upon
their energy, is captured by townspeople of Briarville and sealed under a giant oak tree in the 19th Century.
One of the village elders, a direct ancestor of Ernest named Phineas Worrell , establishes the seal under the
condition that Trantor can only be released on the night before Halloween and by the hands of a Worrell.
Ernest, who works as a garbage collector, helps her, Kenny Binder , and Joey build a tree house on the exact
branches that grow above Trantor. Ernest tries to talk to her and is heard the story of Trantor. Skeptical, he
tells the story to the kids. Ernest inadvertently releases him. He frightens Ernest and then goes after the
children of Briarville. Joey is going home from the tree house and falls into a muddy hole. While trying to get
out, he reaches his hand and Trantor grabs it. Ernest attempts to mount a defense against Trantor, but the
townspeople do not believe his story and refuse to provide assistance, but Tom and Bobby Tulip sell Ernest
phony troll weapons. Hackmore and they try to figure out how to destroy Trantor. Kenny and Elizabeth come
trying to find Ernest. They are followed by Trantor. As he tries to get them, he finds a boy on a skateboard. He
grabs him and carries him over his shoulder to the tree house. He soon has his second victim. Ernest and
Kenny form a troll-fighting squad and set up traps around the neighborhood. At home, Elizabeth is sitting in
bed and hears something from underneath. She looks and only finds a stuffed bear. She turns around to find
Trantor sitting next to her. She becomes his third victim, meaning he only needs two more to unleash his
army. Trantor later causes a disturbance at the school Halloween bash which culminates in a fight with Ernest.
Mysteriously, he flees from the school after Ernest is covered in frozen yogurt. The townspeople, having seen
Trantor with their own eyes, go to the tree house and attempt to defeat him. At the same time, several local
children led by Kenny determine that he can be destroyed by being exposed to milk. They steal some from a
convenience store and head to the tree house on their bikes. Trantor reaches the tree house first, and having
acquired the necessary number of dolls, begins to raise a troll army. The townspeople arrive and battle the now
numerous trolls but are quickly overwhelmed. The children appear and begin attacking them with milk.
Meanwhile, Trantor receives greater powers and becomes impervious to milk. The trolls is soon defeated, and
everyone believes that they have won. However, Trantor appears and quickly transforms Kenny into his fifth
victim. He embraces him and begins dancing, overwhelming him with love and affection.
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Alice in Orchestralia is a children's novel by American composer and radio producer Ernest La Prade (). A girl named
Alice visits a symphony concert and, through the portal of a tuba's bell, enters Orchestralia, where a bass viol escorts
her and introduces her to a variety of animated musical instruments.

The Senate of the University withdrew its affiliations with various music schools Toronto College of Music
and Royal Hamilton College of Music and inaugurated a Faculty of Music to teach music and administer
examinations. He also established the three-year Artist Diploma program and the Opera School. There would
be one Dean in charge of two divisions: The Master of Music in Performance was approved. The post of
Director of the Faculty of Music was eliminated. The Faculty became responsibility of the Dean, and the
School of Music was renamed to its more popular name, the Royal Conservatory of Music. All incoming
students were subsequently auditioned and interviewed. The conducting major was discontinued in In , its
final report recommended the eventual separation of the Conservatory from the University. The MusBac in
Jazz Performance is introduced. Research and collaborations[ edit ] Research institutes[ edit ] The Music and
Health Research Collaboratory MaHRC , established in , is a collaborative group of researchers that aims to
better understand the role of sound in human experiences, exploring connections of sound to the human
experience of health. MacMillan Theatre â€” This seat hall was designed for the production of operas and
large ensemble concerts and named after former dean, Sir Ernest MacMillan. World-renowned for its excellent
acoustics. The house seats The hall also contains a two-manual tracker-action Casavant organ. It contains
over , printed materials, , recordings in the Sniderman Recordings Archive, 2, volumes in the Olnick Rare
Book Room, and 3, titles in the Performance Collection. Originally located in a house on Division Street, it
was moved to the Edward Johnson Building in Degrees and programs[ edit ] Undergraduate studies[ edit ]
Bachelor of Music in Performance four-year program [ edit ] In the classical stream, major instruments include
those in the woodwind, brass and strings families, as well as percussion, piano, voice, guitar, harp, organ,
accordion and historical instruments. In the jazz program, major instruments include double bass, guitar,
percussion, piano, trumpet, trombone, saxophone and voice. Bachelor of Music four-year program [ edit ]
Options for major include: Advanced Certificate in Performance one-year program [ edit ] This is a one-year
program of intensive full-time study, open to woodwinds, brass, percussion, strings, piano, voice and
accordion. Students enrolling in this program have the option of specializing in Baroque music, utilizing
period instruments in conjunction with Tafelmusik. Artist Diploma 3-year program [ edit ] This program is
similar to the Bachelor of Music in Performance, but without academic-subject requirements. Diploma in
Operatic Performance 2- or 3-year program [ edit ] Three streams are available in this program â€” one for
singers 2 or 3 years , one for operatic repetiteurs 2 years and one for operatic stage directors 2 years. Graduate
studies[ edit ] Music performance and composition programs[ edit ] Programs include:
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the Musical Program".

Reels and Tape Transcripts Sub-Series 1: Reels 1 - 10 Item 1: Gillis on Gillis This tape contains a brief
commentary on Gillis music and philosophy with many musical examples quoted to give the listener a variety
of experiences which illustrate a number of compositional attitudes and styles. For anyone intending to make a
thorough study of Gillis scores, this is a very good place to start. The narration is done by the composer. I tried
another one and the same thing happened. Neither the mood nor the attitude of these movements seemed to
relate to Symphony No. These two movements I had written, however, intrigued, me -- and so I decided to go
ahead and finish writing a new symphony, altogether different from the mood I had established in No. I wrote
a scherzo and a slow movement and thus completed the new work. The work is also published by
Boosey-Hawkes in a band transcription made by Maurice Ford. Portait of a Legend: James Christian Pfohl
with the composer as narrator. Arnald Gabriel Conducts the U. Gabriel recorded only the orchestral section in
Washington, Grauer recorded the voice section in NY, and the production was mixed in Dallas. It has been
given public performance on several occasions and broadcast twice during the Toscanini Centennial Memorial
Series. The recording you will hear was done in London with narrator Jack Kilty under the baton of the
composer. Waltz of Sorts; IV. It has been danced to by a number of dance companies and, if you feel like it
personally, you may dance to it while listening. If you are wearing headphone at the time, however, be careful
not to spin around too much -- otherwise you just might get a hang-up about the whole thing. At any rate,
except for broadcast recorded performances, its use by dance companies, and a few performances publicly, it
has remained relatively unknown. Their opinions are good enough for me. I conclude by saying that its form is
exceedingly correct, its themes are interestingly valid, and its orchestration is subtle and provocative. The
Star-Spangled Symphony Movements: Celebration -- 4th of July Gillis: As a matter of fact, it was not until
after invecting himself exhaustively against it that he mentioned that the audience gave it a standing ovation
which continued so enthusiastically that Mr. Fiedler repeated the final movement as an encore. And since I
had used fragmental quotes from the anthem in the first movement, it was not permitted to be used for
broadcast. It may be because of the difficulty in the first and final movements, or -- and I say this reluctantly -it just may not be any good. II for Piano and Orchestra Gillis: Its first movement is lyrical, the second in a
waltz-ballade style, and the finale is a rowdy galop interrupted in contrasting mood with a sensuous tango. A
radio series had also been produced using the book as basis. The composer is conducting. Gillis on The Raven:
At this same time I was a member of the studio orchestra and the staff arranger. I later revised the score for
full orchestra and it had its first performance by Dr. It is to their memory that this work is dedicated. It is this
performance that you will hear on this tape. The performance you are to hear now is by the National High
School Orchestra at Interlochen, the composer conducting. I wrote the music in four sections to be played
without pause and it had its premiere at Will Rogers Auditorium on June 6, with Dr. The work is on rental
from Chappell, Inc. A Tale for Children; Atlanta: These include some scripts by John Rust based on the
Thorton W. Gillis on Atlanta I. Our Fair City; II. It is a series of tone pictures depicting the areas suggested by
the titles. After its premiere, I recorded it in Rome for Rexford Records, conducted three movements of it on
an NBC Symphony broadcast, and re-scored it for band. Mills Music now Belwin-Mills published the work.
Reels 11 - 20 Item Seven Golden Texts; Quintet No. The first performance was given in Dickinson, North
Dakota in and this tape represents its premiere playing. III for Woodwinds I. Five Piece Combo; II. A Frolic in
B-bop Minor: Not so in this work! Here they enjoy three sessions of fun in an altogether unusual medium. The
work is published by Belwin-Mills, N. After a few performances, the piece was put aside and not until the
mid-fifties was it thought of again. Asked by Rexford Records to do a patriot cantata their request supported
by Mills Music , I composed the work in its present form, utilizing many of the materials I had originally
written in Loboda, conductor of the U. Army Band, recorded this version with Capt. Allen Crowell as the
soloist. I - V Movements: The Sleeping Beauty; IV. The Three Bears; V. The sixth fairy tale not included on
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this tape will be found on Reel Number 14, band 1. VI; The Amon G. Gillis on The Amon G. He liked to
direct the band and we liked to have him direct the band -- because almost always afterwards he would pull
out a hundred dollar bill and we would split it up among the members. So it naturally followed that I would
write a march with his name on it which he conducted from there on out. Other than that bit of fascinating
information, I can think of nothing else to say about the march that that it now reposes in the Library of
Congress among a hundred or so other manuscripts of mine. While I am not exactly sure of the date, I think
the broadcast took place in or The work was originally written for orchestra and completed during by senior
year in college in , forming part of the requirements for my Bachelor of Music recital. It was later scored for
band and heard in this version in band format. The work is dedicated to a long-time friend of mine from TCU
days, Dr. This is followed by the Dance of the Self-Appointed Critics and then the martial music parades the
audience back to their seats again. The orchestra tunes up, a fanfare announces the return of the conductor, and
then the second half of the concert resumes as if a contemporary work were beginning. And -- it finishes with
a surprise ending. It was written as a personal reflection upon the universal heroism wasted in causes as
useless as war. It is not, however, as much a protest as it is a proclamation of grief spoken in behalf of all who
give their lives in battle. Chamber of Commerce; II. Ranch House Party; IV. Main Street -- Saturday Night: In
the recording you are to hear, the New Symphony Orchestra of London is playing under the baton of the
composer. The tape you will hear was made by the U. Loboda conducting, with Capt. Allen Crowell as
narrator. The first performance was done by Dr. The work is published by Volkwein. In this performance, Col.
Loboda is conducting the United States Army Band. In this performance, Capt. Allen Crowell is again the
narrator with the U. Army band under the baton of Col. Army Band in a still-unpublished arrangement by Sgt.
In each instance the music on this reel is presented in both orchestral and band performance, the orchestral
first, the band next. The band arrangement is published by Belwin-Mills and is performed here by the U. It is
dedicated to the bank and to conductor H. Arthur Brown of the Tulsa Philharmonic. Vienna at that time was
still an occupied territory and the Brahms Hall was right across the street from the Russian command.
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Humans are erratic and are prone to errors. Even with the chime signal down to three tones, there were
significant variations in volume, speed, and other variables encountered in striking the Deagan dinner chimes.
Indeed, surviving recordings of handâ€”struck threeâ€”tone chimes often seem to have a tone missing, due to
it being struck too softly to be picked up by the microphone. At dinner later that evening, Hanson and Morris
outlined a proposal to Captain Ranger to build an electronic version of the NBC chimes, explaining that a
steady, reliable, consistant signal would be an improvement over the present arrangment of striking the chime
tones by hand. Captain Ranger returned some six weeks later with a rackâ€”mounted device containing three
rotating wheels with studs attached, which plucked three sets of eight tuned metal reeds each. A largeâ€”scale
electronic music box, this machine met with instantaneous approval. Once this was done and the results
approved, the Rangertone chimes went into service in New York, and orders were placed to install them in the
other NBC program origin points of Chicago, Cleveland, Washington, and San Francisco. NBC had small
studios in Hollywood starting in , but these had no network switching facilities. Instead, programming
originating in Hollywood bypassed the entire West Coast complex, and was sent directly to Chicago to be
distributed to the rest of the network. Mention of the new chimes machine, said to be in a trial period, is made
in the following item taken from the October 1, issue of Radio World: An automatic electrical device, sending
out a modulated, even tone at a constant level, replaced the familiar handâ€”struck chimes on all programs
emanating from the NBC New York studios. Ranger, designer of the pipeless organ and the bellâ€”less
carillon, has been installed in the main control room of the NBC Building in New York. If the trial period
proves its operation practical and its precise notes pleasing to the public, it will be adopted as permanent
equipment at the New York Studios and also installed in the main control rooms of NBC Studios in all other
cities. The purpose of the chimes, which previously have been rung by the announcer striking one of the small
hand sets with which each studio is equipped, is to synchronize local station identification announcements,
and to serve as a cue to engineers at relay points all over the country to switch various branches of the
networks on or off as the programs change each fifteen minutes. Automatic Adjustment For some time
technicians have been seeking some automatic instrument which would insure a more constant level than
could be obtained when different announcers were required to produce the three notes on different
instruments. The device itself is based on the oldâ€”fashioned music box. Actually, there are no chimes, only
electrically created tones. A revolving drum with properly spaced pins, striking against a series of metal reeds,
tuned to the chime pitch, produces electric vibrations which are picked up and amplified. Hereafter an
electrical device will do the job. The new device is a development of Captain R. Ranger, radio engineer, noted
for his work on the electric organ and in facsimile radio transmission. All the announcer need do is press a
small button. Hanson related to John F. Royal of the Programming Department that there were fewer
complaints with the electronic chimes than they had with the old handâ€”struck variety. An Engineering
memo sent from George McElrath on September 3, , urged engineers to have their maintenance supervisors
install a four microfarad condenser across the output of the chimes machines. The condenser would lower the
level output by 4 to 6 decibels and remove harsh overtones, resulting in a more pleasing tone to the ear. This is
just above the point of audibility, and fits in with O. Brian Wickham provided scans of engineering drawings
of the Chimes Machine; the upper image is a drawing of the entire machine, and it references detail drawings
that most likely were lost over time. One interesting specification is found in the upper right, which prescribes
the sequence of action contact, note sounding, and note damping relative to the precise number of turns of the
motor shaft. The specifications for the motor are also given, right down to the manufacturer. This detail,
number 13, is referenced for each of the three tines in the master engineering drawing. The three tines were
identical in dimension and thickness; without other data available it would seem that the notes themselves
were tuned elsewhere in the circuit. This detail includes the source of the spring steel and its tempering
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specifications, as well as the how the inner and outer cuts of the tines were to be made, and other information.
Click on either image to see a fullâ€”resolution version. The detail of the tines is 1. Wickham scanned the
drawings in sections and then carefully assembled them in an imaging program to reconstruct the original
appearance digitally. What you see here are details of a Rangertone Chimes Machine, circa , in the possession
of Mark Aceto, who took these pictures and has allowed this site to share them with you. You can see several
views of the front of the machine, minus the cover, including a display plaque. The chime reeds themselves
seem to be behind the drum, and thus for the most part obscured from view. There are also closeups of the
rotating drum from several angles, as well as the controller, motor, and wiring blocks. The motor, while it
does its job well, it not the original but rather a replacement that seems to have been installed many years,
even decades ago. Click on any image to see a highlyâ€”detailed enlarged version. The detail that went into
building these things is amazing.
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Phillips Carlin was one of the first nationally famous radio announcers; by he had become Vice President in
charge of Programming for the eastern zones, a position he eventually held with The Blue Network through its
split with the Red. This is the only documentation of a source and price for the original set of dinner chimes,
and I believe the information to be inaccurate. The earliest recordings of chimes on NBC are the least
expensive dinner chimes manufactured by the J C Deagan company of Chicago; the series with steel chime
plates mounted over four tubular aluminum resonators held in a simple wooden frame. This set is listed in
contemporary Deagan catalogs for a retail price of six dollars. The same document additionally states: In the
beginning [of ] there were seven notes in the chimesâ€”then in the middle of three notes were dropped and
only four chimes used GGGE, this practice continued until approximately when another note was dropped and
the famous GEC notes became identified with NBC. This is a bit oversimplistic and, judging from rare
surviving network recordings, misplaces a few dates as well as a few notes; when four notes were adopted
they were not GGGE, but rather GGECâ€”the first G being an octave higher than the G immediately
following. That there was a steady evolution in the structure of the NBC chimes is evident from these
recordings, but there are many factors to consider in how the chimes developed the way they did. As to
precisely when various sequences were used, no documentation from that era seems to have survived. All we
have is guesswork, none of it educatedâ€”as evident from the varied and conflicting dates given in the
following summaries: Despite the varying years and dates given in the materials above, none of them accurate
as we shall presently see , we do have at our disposal newspaper and magazine articles from the period, which
give both a more immediate and a more accurate picture of when the NBC Chimes began. Something funny
has happened in radio circles. Have you fans noticed it? In its place is a musical note. The musical note,
obtained from a specially designed fourâ€”note gong, serves the same purpose and is said to be infinitely more
pleasing to the listener. This would seem to pinpoint the beginning of usage of the NBC Chimes to the week
of September 15, , and then only during the daytime. Among the items of note is a public presentation given at
the NBC studios, then located at Fifth Avenue, and the sevenâ€”note NBC chime sequence is described in
print with an almost casual familiarity: The next oldest recording of the chimes dates from March 26, , and is
of a similar pattern, except that after the Gâ€”Câ€”Gâ€”E notes are sounded the low G is repeated, followed
by C. Both of these are played on a Deagan No dinner chime. Other recordings from April were made on a
film recording machine called the Pallophotophone; these are in the process of being restored by the
Schenectady Museum, and they show a very clear sequence of seven chime notes, played on the Deagan No
dinner chime. This cartoon was released on February 13, Two recordings of the NBC chimes survive from
that year; both were struck in the Chicago studios, and both on programs announced by Jean Paul King. One
of these was aired on February 4, ; the air date of the other chimes recording is unknown, but is presumed to
be from around the same time since both programs offer the same premium. However, a recording from
November 3, preserves the earliest known presentation of the threeâ€”note NBC chimes familiar to us today.
This chime was large, deepâ€”toned, and quite sonorous. Two other recordings from , one on March 24 and
one on May 2, also have three notes played on a Deagan The former is from Chicago, the latter from New
York. As to why and how the chimes actually evolved, there are as many theories as there are scholars of the
subject. One theory is that different chime melodies were an internal signal denoting which network was
carrying the program, while another theory says that the chime melodies denoted the city of origin. My own
theory is that the chimes just simply evolved, that as network switching grew more complicated, a need was
felt to have a signal that was clear, unambiguous, and brief. The chimes were not the only switching signal
used by NBC, however. McClancy revealed that although chimes had been used since early on, NBC also
employed a parallel network of Morse lines for system cueing until Morse lines were still being used on
occasions of special importance in late , but were no longer used for every program because of the line charge
expense. The original production and network switching centers in New York November 15, for Red, January
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1, for Blue were joined by production and network switching centers in San Francisco April 5, , Washington
late s Cleveland October 16, , Chicago February 9, and Hollywood October 17, Because each of these
facilities was capable of feeding programming to the network, and thus each had to tell the network and
telephone company engineers when their feed had ended, each one of these facilities was equipped with
chimes to be rung from each of their studios. The seven note sequence of sounds elegant, but the switching
engineer had to wait for it to finish before he could do his jobâ€”a luxury he could not always afford,
particularly after when the network was generating, routing, and receiving up to ten different feeds, spanning
two networks and four time zones, every fifteen minutes. This NBC studio would have been located at an
NBC owned and operated major metropolitan station, which would have been equipped with network
switching facilites as well as studios capable of continuous network feeds. The NBC network announcer was
responsible for joining his studio to the network at the start of his program period, and disconnecting his
studio after ringing the chimes when the program finished. The engineering department set up the circuits and
feeds for the program, but it was the announcer who actually completed the circuits to put the program on the
air. At its zenith, the NBC network was using the following stations as points of origin and network switching
centers, and it was from only these facilities that the NBC Chimes were rung: Anthony, who refused to sell his
stations to the network.
7: Music in Radio Broadcasting : Gilbert Chase :
Early in Ernest La Prade's Alice in Orchestralia (which I discussed in Part Two of this series), the title character is
welcomed to Fiddladelphia, home of the stringed instruments, by the Bass Viol. In promising to introduce Alice to the
other members of the orchestra, the Bass Viol offhandedly remarks.

8: Ernest La Prade Books - Biography and List of Works - Author of 'Alice In Orchestra Land'
This event is free and open to the public; it takes place in the Mildred & Ernest E. Mayo Concert Hall in the Music
Building. Program: The TCNJ Strings will perform a variety of solo and mixed ensemble pieces for bowed strings and
guitars.

9: Butler School of Music - The University of Texas at Austin
Its tonal quality, apparently, left something to be desired, so Musical Director Ernest LaPrade worked with NBC engineer
Roland Lynn to modify the output slightly. Once this was done and the results approved, the Rangertone chimes went
into service in New York, and orders were placed to install them in the other NBC program origin points of.
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